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Modern Business is Focused on Driving Innovation and Transformation
Modern Business will run on Modern Applications
Application Architectures Are Changing
From simple and centralized
Application Architectures Are Changing

To complex and decentralized
Challenges

- Interoperability and Portability
- Performance Issues
- Scalability
- Security
- Reliability and Availability
- Loosely Coupled Service Design
- Query Oriented versus API Oriented Programming
Slap It In The Cloud
Cloud's reputation for offering Agility and Performance at a low cost has cemented its place in the mind of many a developer. In reality, three major areas stand out:

1. **Cost**: Cloud isn't always the cheapest option in the long run. Add extra cloud services and see the bill increase rapidly.

2. **Lock-in**: is a very real problem and moving from one cloud provider to another often means starting from scratch.

3. **DevOps**: You need a unique set of skill for IT Ops to manage multiple clouds. Kubernetes on AWS and Kubernetes on Azure are very different experiences.
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